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In this paper we show under very general conditions that the null controllability 
of a nonlinear neutral differential system is implied by the null controllability of its 
linear approximation. It has been previously shown that an analogous result is not 
in general true for retarded systems but that when certain restrictions are made on 
the retarded system such an inference can be made. For neutral systems, these 
further restrictions are not necessary. The essential difference lies in the fact that 
many controllable neutral systems can be “backed out” of the origin. ( 19x8 
Academic Press. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we shall study the null controllability of nonlinear neutral 
systems. Linear neutral systems have been carefully studied in a variety of 
settings, e.g., [S, 73. For autonomous differential equations of the neutral 
type, we show conditions under which the local null controllability of non- 
linear systems can be inferred from the null controllability of their linear 
approximation. It is shown in [7] that null controllability of linear neutral 
systems is, in general, dependent on the length of the time interval over 
which the system is operating. The only restrictions on the time interval in 
this paper are those required by the controllability of the linear systems. 
Because we are concerned with nonlinear systems, the state space used in 
this paper is the space of continuous functions C( [ -h, 01, R”). 
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Consider the neutral differential equation 
-$ {x(~)-~~,x(~--h)-~u(~)}=L(x,)+f(x,,u(~)), tE [kl7 t,l 
(1.1) 
where x,(Q) = x( t + Q), 8 E [ -h, 01, and L, B, and f are suitably defined as 
described in Section 2. Observe that we allow the control to enter through 
the differentiated terms in (1.1). This is done in order to gain extra con- 
trollability since we are using C( [ -h, 01, R”) as our state space rather 
than the Sobolev space W$‘)( [ - h, 01, R”) typically used when analyzing 
linear systems, cf. [ 11. The following examples demonstrate why this struc- 
ture is advantageous. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the scalar system 
; {x(t)-.~(t- 1)) =x(t- l)+u(t), 
where t E [0, T], T> 3. If x(t) =0 on [T- 1, T], then x must be absolutely 
continuous on [T- 2, T- 11. This implies x must be absolutely con- 
tinuous on [T- 3, T- 21. Continuing in this manner, we see that only 
absolutely continuous functions can be steered to the origin. Thus, the 
system is null controllable with respect to Wy’( [ - 1, 01, R) but is not null 
controllable with respect to C( [ - 1, 01, R). 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the scalar system 
where TV [0, 1 + E] for some E> 0. For any initial function 
d E C( [ -h, 01, R), it is easy to construct a control so that x(t) = 0 for all t 
in [E, 1 + E], i.e., it is null controllable. 
To see the nature of our analysis, we will sketch our argument. Further, 
suppose f is defined so that the linearization of (1.1) is 
; {Y(t)-A~~,I’(t-h)-Bu(t)} =W,L tEC&l, t,l. (1.2) 
Assume that (1.2) has a solution y(t) corresponding to initial condition 
y,, = $ and final condition y,, = 0 using the control c(t). Now consider the 
final value problem 
; {z(t)-A-~z(f--h)) =Uz,)+f(z,+(W),, 4t)), 1 E Ch7 fll, 
(1.3) 
z,, = 0. 
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Assume that the solution to (1.3) can be “backed out” uniquely from the 
origin and denote this solution by z(t) = (t+)(t). With this construction we 
have 
x(t) = Y(f) + Z(f) = (W)(t) + (51C/)(t) 
satisfying ( 1.1 ), where 
(1.4) 
x,, = $ + (W),, = 4ti) (1.5) 
and the “final value” is x,, = 0. Thus (1.1) is null controllable if o in (1.5) is 
an open map. The thrust of this paper is to establish this fact. 
Critical to these arguments is the step where the z system is “backed out” 
from the origin. A key difference between analyzing nonlinear neutral 
control systems and nonlinear retarded control systems (see [ 131) is that 
it is possible to reverse the time orientation for a large class of neutral 
control systems. For instance, consider 
1 {x(t)-L,x(t- l)-Bu(t)} =A,x(t)+A,x(t- 1) (1.6) 
on [to,t,]. With x(s)=x(---s+t,+t,-1) and a(~)=(-s+t,+t,-l), 
SE [to- 1, t, - 11, (1.6) becomes 
f {i(s)-Ap,qY+ I)-m(s)}= -A,i(s)-A,l(s+ l), (1.7) 
where now the time sense is reversed. If A _, is invertible, then (1.7) is of 
the same form as (1.6) and no complications arise in “backing up” the 
neutral system (1.6). In this paper we will show that when A _, is inver- 
tible, the null controllability of (1.2) implies the local null controllability 
of (1.1). 
2. NOTATION AND A DESCRIPTION OF THE GENERAL NONLINEAR 
CONTROL SYSTEMS CONSIDERED 
Let H be a Hilbert space with inner product (x, y ) and norm 
llxll = (x, x ) ‘I*. When appropriate we shall denote them by (x, y ) H and 
ItxJ(H to avoid ambiguous notation. All statements concerning measures 
will refer to Lebesgue measure on the real line. For p a positive integer, 
denote by RP the space of real p-tuples with the usual Euclidean norm. For 
E c R, E measurable, L,(E, RP) denotes the Hilbert space of square- 
integrable (equivaience classes of) functions from E to RP. 
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We will denote the collection of all p x q matrices (where p and q are 
positive integers) by AP,. The space of bounded linear transformations 
from X to Y will be indicated by a(X, Y), where X and Y are Banach 
spaces, and if X= Y we shall write g(X) for 98(X, X). The identity operator 
will be denoted by I. 
If f is any continuous function from a subset of a Banach space X to a 
Banach space Y and if f has a Frechet derivative at XEX, then this 
derivative will be denoted by Df(x). If X is the Cartesian product of several 
Banach spaces, then the partial derivative with respect to the ith variable 
will be denoted by DJ(x). 
Throughout the remainder of the paper, h will be a positive real number, 
n and m will be positive integers, and t, and f, will be real numbers, with 
t, - t, > h. The interval [t,, t,] will be denoted by J. 
For function space controllability, results obtained depend on the par- 
ticular state space chosen (e.g., [ 10, 71). A s we explained earlier, because 
we are concerned with nonlinear control systems, we use the space of 
continuous functions as our state space. 
We use the customary notation x, for the system’s “states,” where x, is 
defined to be an element of C( [ -h, 01, R,) given by x,(e) =x(t+ e), 
-h d 0 d 0, t E J. Since the control is allowed to enter through differen- 
tiated terms as shown in ( 1 .l ), the space of admissible control will always 
be C( [It,, t,], R”‘). It will be convenient to use the following notations: 
(i) X= C( [ -h, 01, R”), the state space; 
(ii) T= C( [to-h, tl], R”), the trajectory space; 
(iii) U= C( [to, t,], R”), the control space. 
The general control systems considered in this paper will now be 
described. Let fi c R” be an open convex set containing the origin. The 
form of the control system will be 
;{x(t)-L,x(t-h)-Bu(t)}=L(x,)+f(x,,u(t)), (2.1) 
where f:C([--h,O],B)xR”‘-+R”, L:C([-h,O],R”)-tR”, A~,E~A&,, 
and BE %4!,,,, satisfy certain assumptions to be indicated below. 
The technical assumptions on the nonlinear term f are the following: 
(A 1) f( .,. ) is continuously differentiable. 
(A2) For each compact set Kc 6 there exist constants Mi3 0, 
i= 1, 2, 3, such that 
IlD,f(h w)ll G M, + M,II4lm 
llWI~4 III d M, 
for all WER”’ and QEC([-/z,O],K). 
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(A3) f(0, 0) = 0. 
(A4) D,f(O, 0) = 0 and D2f(0, 0) = 0. 
For the linear term L we assume: 
(A5) L E 92(X, R”). 
By the Riesz representation theorem, there exists a unique function 
rl: C-h, 01 +JfK,, where 4 is of bounded variation on [ -h, 01, is left- 
continuous on (-h, 0), and satisfies ~(0) = 0 and such that 
L(d) = i”, CM@1 d(e) for f$EX. 
I 
(A6) There exists a constant M,: > 0 such that 
where II . lI.Mn. is the operator norm for n x n matrices. 
Observe that llL(. )I1 6 M,, where llL(. )I1 is the operator norm of L( ). 
We also will assume that 
(A7) Rank[A -,] =n. 
This relationship is utilized in the “backing out” argument (for inter- 
pretation of this phrase, cf. [S, pp, 4111 in the proof of Theorem 3.8). 
Effectively (A7) allows the difference between (2.1) and its linear 
approximation to be backed out from the origin in C( [ -h, 01, R”). 
x is said to be a solution of (2.1) on [t, - h, t, 1, corresponding to the 
control 24 E U, if 
(i) xEC([tO-h, t,], R”) and (x,, u(t)) is in the domain off for 
CE Chl, t,l; 
(ii) {x(t) - A ~, x( t - h) - Bu( t)} is absolutely continuous on 
Cb9 t,l; 
(iii) x satisfies (2.1) almost everywhere on [t,, t,]. 
If for some u E U, (2.1) has a unique solution on [t, - h, t i 1, then we say 
that x is a trajectory on [to-h, ti] corresponding to the control u (which 
is in agreement with the notation T for the trajectory space as given in (ii) 
for this section). If x also satisfies the initial condition xr,, = 4, then we say 
that x is the trajectory corresponding to u and 4. If x is the trajectory on 
[to - h, ti] corresponding to u and 4 if x,~ = I++, then we say u steers q4 to $ 
at time t,. We shall say that (2.1) is (globally) null controllable on [to, tl] 
if for every 4 E X there exists a control u which steers 4 to 0 E X at time t, . 
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Equation (2.1) is locally null controllable on [t,, r,] if such a u exists for 
each Q in some open neighborhood of the origin in X. 
Finally, the linear approximation to (2.1) is 
~{Y(t)-a,Y(t-k)Bu(l)}=L(y,), (2.2) 
where A-,, L, and B are the matrices and operators described in (2.1). 
3. PRELIMINARY ARGUMENTS 
For llull and I/x,,I/ sufficiently small, the existence of a solution x on 
[t, - h, t, ] to (2.1) will be established in Theorem 3.3. For ordinary linear 
control systems, it is well known [6, p. 921 that if the system is null con- 
trollable, then a control which “does the job” can be chosen depending on 
the initial condition in a bounded linear way. In Lemma 3.4 we prove an 
analogous result pertaining to the system (2.2). The “backing out equation” 
is analyzed in Lemma 3.6. 
Let us now consider the initial value problem 
~{x(r)-A~,x(t-h)-Bli(r)}=L(x,)+lll,,ll(f)), tE Cfm [,I 
(3.1) 
x,,=$bEX 
on the interval [to-h, t,] and where f: C( [ -h, 01, Cf ) x R”’ 4 R”, 
L: X+ R”, A-,, and B all satisfy the assumptions (Al )-(A7). 
Note that for any u E U, 4 E X, and there exists at most one solution of 
(3.1) on [to - h, t,] satisfying the initial condition I,,, = 4. This can be 
proved using (A2) and standard Gronwell-type arguments. 
We shall analyze (3.1) in its integral form and consider it as an operator 
equation. The implicit function theorem will be used to prove the existence 
of its solution and the differentiability of this solution with respect to its 
initial condition and its control. 
Define G: T+ T by 
G(x)(t) = 
0 if t, - h d t < 1, 
A , [x( t - h) - x( t,, - h)] if t, d t < t, 
(3.2) 
Define H:C([t,-h,t,],CI’)xU+Tby 
H(x7 ‘)(‘)= 
0 if t, - h d t < t, 
B(u(t) - u(&)) + j;, L(x,) +f(x,,, u(s)) ds if t,, d t 6 t, 
(3.3) 
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Finally, define 9: X+ T by 
(-$4)(t) = 
i 
d(t - to) if t, - h 6 t < t, 
d(o) if t,,<tdt,. (3.4) 
If the transformation given by (3.3) is well defined, i.e., the integrand is 
integrable, then x is a solution of (3.1) on [to -h, t,] if and only if it 
satisfies 
x = Gx + H(x, u) + c9qh (3.5) 
for some XE T=C([t,-h, t,], R”). 
To see that (3.3) is well defined, observe the following. Supposefin (3.3) 
satisfies (Alt(A3) and let 0, K, M,, and M, be as stated in these 
assumptions. It follows from the mean value theorem (which uses the 
convexity of K) that 
Ilf(4, w)ll R, 6 Il.m O)ll.. + MI II411 + M,Ilwll Rm (3.6) 
for t E [to, tl], 4 E C( [ -r, 01, K), and w  E R”. Using standard techniques, 
itcanbeshownforxEC([-/z,O],K),dEX,anduEUthat 
f(x,, u(t))> 
Dlf(Xl, u(t)) x,9 
D,f(xt, u(t)) 4, 
&f(xt, u(t)) 
are integrable functions of t on [to, r,]. 
It is here and in establishing the differentiability of H in (3.3) that the 
assumptions (Alk(A3) are required. If the controls are restricted to a 
compact set, assumption (A2) could be relaxed somewhat. 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose H: C([t,-h, tl], 8) x U+ T is defined by (3.3), 
where L, B, andfare given us in (3.1) (and therefore satisfy (Al)-(A6)), and 
suppose G: T+ T is defined by (3.2). Then H is continuously differentiable, 
and 
(0, WA 0) x)(t) = ’ 
if t, - h < t < t, 
j:, Ux.s) ds if t,<t<t, 
(3.7) 
and 
(&WA 0) u)(t) = &) _ u(t ,)) 
if t, - h < t < t, 
(3.8) 
c if to<t<t, 
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hold for all x E T, u E U, and t E [t, - h, t, 1. Also G is continuously dgferen- 
tiable and for any i in T 
DG(,i-) x = Gx. (3.9) 
The proof of this lemma is essentially the same as the proof described in 
Lemma 2.3 of [13]. The limits involved in verifying (3.7) and (3.8) and the 
continuity of these maps are taken “under the integral” using the Lebesgue 
dominated convergence theorem, cf. [ 111. These arguments rely on 
assumptions (Al), (A2), (A5), and (A6) and the integrabiiity off and its 
derivatives. 
LEMMA 3.2. Define K E B(T) by 
Kx=DG(O)x+D,H(O,O)x. 
Then (I - K) ~ ’ exists and is a bounded linear map. 
Proof Let y be an arbitrary function in T. Consider 
(3.10) 
$(x(t)-A Ix(t-h)-y(t)}=Lx,, fE Cto, t,l, (3.11) 
where x,, = yro = 4. 
From Theorem 8.1 on p. 301 of [4], we know (3.11) has a unique 
solution. The integrated form for (3.11) is 
x(t) = (DO) -x)(t) + d(O) + At) - y(to) + (0, H(O, 0) -x)(t), tE C4b ill. 
(3.12) 
Since x,(, = ycO and thus y( to) = 4(O), 
x=DG(O)x+D,H(O,O)x+y (3.13) 
also has a unique solution for any J’ E T. 
We conclude that Z-K is a one-to-one map from T onto T. Further- 
more. from the definition of G and assumption (A6) it follows that I- K is 
a bounded linear mapping. As a consequence of the open-mapping 
theorem, (I- K) ~’ is a bounded linear map, cf. [ 121. 
Now we shall examine the existence of solutions to the nonlinear 
problem (3.1) in its integrated form (3.5). Let l(& U) E T be the (necessarily 
unique) solution of (3.5) for any pair (4, U) such that the solution exists. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let H be given by (3.3) and let ((4, u) be defined as 
above. Then there exist open neighborhoods N, and No qf the origin in X 
and U, respectively, so that for 4 E N, and each u E No, (3.5) has a unique 
solution that is continuous1.y dtfferentiable on N, x N,. 
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Proof. Define 
T(x, u, 0) = x - Gx - H(x, u) - 94. 
Then we see from (A3) that 7’(0,0,0) = 0, and by Lemma 3.1, T is con- 
tinuously differentiable on C( [to - h, tr], 0) x U x X with 
D,T(O,O,O)=Z-DG(O)-D,H(O,O). 
It follows from Lemma 3.2 that D, T(0, 0, 0)’ exists. Therefore, the 
implicit function theorem (cf. [2, p. 2651) implies that there exists a con- 
tinuously differentiable function ((4, U) defined on an open neighborhood 
N of the origin in Xx U such that 
for all (4, U)E N. Furthermore, x = t(d, U) satisfies (3.5) or equivalently 
(3.1), and the solution is unique (see the note following (3.1)). By choosing 
N, and N, so that N, x N, c N, the proof is complete. 
We shall now prove that the null controller for the linear system 
approximating (3.1) can be chosen in a bounded linear manner. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let LE a(X, R”) satisfy (A5) and (A6). Let A-, E J&, and 
BE%/&,. Suppose the system 
-$(X(t)-Ap]x(t-h)-Bu(t))=L(x,) (3.14) 
is null controllable, For each initial function 4 E X and corresponding null 
controller ME U denote the solution of (3.14) by ((I$, u). Then there exists a 
bounded linear mapping S: X -+ T such that for each 0 E X and for 
tE Et, -h, [,I, 
5th S4)(t) = 0. (3.15) 
Furthermore, the mapping I-I X + T defined by 
is bounded and linear. 
0 = a$4 34) (3.16) 
Proof Let G be defined as in (3.2), let H be defined as in (3.3) with 
f  = 0, and let 9 be defined as in (3.4). The integrated form of (3.14) with 
initial condition x,, = 4 is 
x = DG(0) x + D, H(0, 0) x + D, H(0, 0) u + ,a4 (3.17) 
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or, using the notation of (3.10), 
x= K.x+DzH(O,O)u+.f~, (3.18) 
where the differential operators are those in Lemma 3.1. 
We know from Lemma 3.2 that the operator (Z-K)-’ exists and is a 
bounded linear map. Hence the solution to (3.18) can be expressed as 
~(~,u)=(I-K)~-'(D*H(O,O)~+.~~,. (3.19) 
Define p E g(X) by 
(d)(O) = ((I-W’ .ai)(r, + 01, -h<O<O, 
and QE~(U,X) by 
(Qu)(O)=((Z-K).~'D,H(O,O)u)(f,+0), -h6060 
Using this terminology, the final value of the solution is given by 
5th u)(t, + 0) = (WI(@) + (QuN@), -hdOdO. (3.20) 
Thus (3.14) is null controllable on [to, t,] if for every 4 E X there exists a 
u E U such that QU + Pcj = 0, or in other words P(x) c Q(u). 
Q is a bounded linear map but not necessarily one-to-one. Let .,I’ be the 
null space of Q and let U/N be the factor space where I 1’ + U/,1 - = U. Let 
Ql : U/M -+ Q(U) be the restriction of Q to U/_lr. Q, is necessarily a one- 
to-one onto map. Define S: X -+ U by S4 = -Q ,- ’ PIP. Thus, 
5(0, W)(t, + 0) = (Q@ + @)(@I = 0, -h<@<O, (3.21) 
and we see that u # $5 steers to 0 E A’, i.e., it is a null controller. 
We will now show that S is a bounded linear mapping. The open 
mapping theorem, cf. [12], implies Q;’ is bounded if U/A'" and Q(U) are 
Banach spaces. Clearly U/M is closed, but it may be the case that Q(U) is 
not closed. To see that S is bounded, consider the following argument. Let 
(dn} be a convergent sequence in X such that {Sd,,} converges in U, and 
let d=lim,,,d,, and u=lim,,, S$,,. Since VI- $' is closed, u E lJ/-$ '. 
Since Q and P are continuous, Qu + Pq4 = lim,, _ % QSd,, + Pc,d,, = 0. 
Therefore by our construction of Q,, u = Q;’ Pc$ = $5, and hence S is 
closed. The closed graph theorem implies that S is bounded. 
Since (Z-K)- I, D,H(O, 0), S, and .a are bounded linear maps, c(& S#), 
where r is defined by (3.19), is a bounded linear map. 
We shall now consider the “backing out” equation 
$ W--A-,4+-hH =Uz,)+.f((W),+=,, W(t)), t~[t,-hh,t,-h] 
(3.22) 
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together with its final value condition 
z,, = 0. (3.23) 
Asume A-,, L, and f are defined as in (3.1) and satisfy (Al t(A7), and 
$ E X and S and r are defined as in Lemma 3.4. First observe that if (3.22) 
has a unique solution, then 
x=f$+z 
satisfies (3.1) with xl,,= II/ + z,, and x,, =O. In Section 4 we will show that 
$ + z,, cover an open neighborhood of the origin in X. 
In the following discussion, we will establish that (3.22) has a unique 
solution which is differentiable with respect to $. To do this, we will reverse 
the sense of time. 
Define i: [to-/z, t,] + [to--h, ti] to be 
Z(7)= -T++,+t,-h, ZE [to-II, t,]. 
Observe that i(t,)=t,-h and i(t,--h)=t,. 
Define R: T+ T by 
@J(t) = z(t^(z)), 76 [4)-k t11, 
where z is an arbitrary element of T. Also denote 
i(t) = z(i(z)), ‘SE Cl,--7 ?,I 
and thus 
i(T+h)=z(i(r)-h), TE [to--h,, tl-h]. 
Delinep:X-+Xby 
(d)(e) = 4(-h -e 
Observe that for r+h~ [to, t,] 
P&+h=Z;(,). 
Finally, define S: X -+ U by 
awn + A) = (W)(t(r)), ?E [to-h, t, -A]. 
Using the above transformations, (3.22) becomes 
$ {i(r)-Ap,i(z+h)) 
= --L(P~,,lI )-f(~C(Rf~)r+h+sr+hl, %(t+W> (3.24) 
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where T E [to - h, t, - h] and the final value is now the initial condition 
pi,, = 0. (3.25) 
Multiplying both sides of (3.24) by -A 1 t and substituting r for z + h 
yields 
f {i(T)-A:#-h)} =A_tL(pP,)+A_1f(p[(Rf~),+P,], Sll/(r)), 
z E CL& r,l. 
The initial condition can be expressed equivalently as 
(3.26) 
A Z@ = 0. (3.27) 
Since R is a one-to-one, bounded, linear mapping from T onto T, R-- I 
exists and is bounded and linear. In fact, we can compute it. The same 
applies for p and 3. From the above construction we conclude that if i is a 
solution of (3.26) with initial condition (3.27), then z = R-‘l is a solution 
of (3.22) with the final value condition (3.23). 
We shall examine (3.26) in the same manner as we did (3.1). Define 
i:X-+R” by 
i(d)=AIfL(p&, 4EX. 
Thus ~EB(X, R”) and satisfies (A5) and (A6). DeIinef C( [ -h, 01, 0) x 
R”+R” by 
.h$, w- = A : ffbd, w) 
for all 4 E C( [ -h, 01, 0) and u’ E R”. p( .,. ) is continuously differentiable, 
and 
&f(d, w) = A 1; W-W, WI. 
Thus ,f satisfies (A 1 )-( A4). Using this notation (3.26) becomes 
; {i(7)-A:fi(z-h)}=i(i,)+f((Rf$),+i,&(s)). 
Define C?: T-+ T by 
;y;[i(r+i(ro-h)] 
if to - h < r < t, 
if t,drdt,. 
(3.28) 
(3.29) 
409.'129:2-3 
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Define H,: T+ T by 
(H,i)(z) = ’ 
if t, - h < z < t, 
I:,, &) ds if to<t<t,. 
Define H,: C([t,-h, t,], 0)x U-+ T by 
H2(5’ ‘)(‘) = ;;. &,, u(s)) ds 
if to - h < r < to 
if t,Qz<t,. 
(3.30) 
(3.31) 
From the integrated viewpoint (3.26) becomes 
;=G;+H,i+H,(RT~+f,~*). (3.32) 
In the following theorem we will prove the existence of a solution to 
(3.32) and its parent equation (3.22). 
THEOREM 3.5. There exists an open neighborhood Nx about the origin in 
X and a continuously dij$erentiable function [: Jv;, -+ T such that z = [$ 
satisfies (3.22) and its final value condition (3.23). Furthermore, i(O) = 0 and 
DC(O) = 0. 
Proof Assume that A _, , L, and f satisfy assumptions (Al )-(A7) and S 
and r are defined as in Lemma 3.4. Since r(O) = 0, there exist open balls 
N, and N, around the origin in T and X such that N,+ Rf(N,) c 
C([t,-h, tl], O), where C([t,-h, tl], 0)x R” is the domain ofJ: 
Let M: N,x N, + T be given by 
M(i,II/)=eP+H,i+H,(RT~+i,~II/), (3.33) 
where G, H, , and H, are defined by (3.29), (3.30), and (3.3 1). G is the same 
as G in (3.2) with A:: replacing A-, in (3.2). H, is of the form H in (3.3) 
with B = 0, f = 0, and u suppressed. Similarly, H, is of the form H in (3.3) 
with L =0 and B= 0. Hence, by Lemma 3.1, G, H,, and H, are con- 
tinuously differentiable over their respective domains. From the chain rule 
and Lemma 3.1, D2M(0, 0) = 0. Also, 
DIM(O, 0) = DC?(O) + DH,(O) + D, H,(O, 0) = De(O) + D, H(0, 0), 
where H: C( [to - h, t,], 0) x U -+ T is given by H(f, u) = H,(i) + H,(i, u). 
From Lemma 3.2 we know that (I-D, M(0, O))-’ exists and is a bounded 
linear map. 
Since M(0, 0) = 0, we can apply the implicit function theorem to solve 
the equation z = M(z, $). Thus, there is an open neighborhood JV’~ about 
the origin in X and a continuously differentiable function c: Jv;, -+ T such 
that 4‘(O) = 0 and &$) = Wilt+), 1(1) f or all $ in Jy;. The chain rule implies 
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that D[(O) = D, M(0, 0) D[(O) + D2M(0, 0). Since D,M(O, 0) = 0 and 
(Z-D, M(0, O))-’ exists, D[(O) = 0. 
It follows from our formulation of (3.28) and (3.31) that i = [(I,+) satisfies 
(3.26) and (3.27). Therefore, z = [(+) = R-‘[($) satisfies (3.22) and its final 
value condition (3.23). Furthermore, c(O) = 0 and D[(O) = 0. 
4. THE NULL CONTROLLABILITY OF (3.1) ASSUMING A:f EXISTS 
Consider the nonlinear neutral control system 
f {x(t)-A~,x(t-h)-Bu(t)}=L(x,)+f(x,, u(t)), tE Ckl3 f,l, (4.1) 
where A-,, L, B, and f satisfy assumptions (Al)-(A7). Thus, here we are 
assuming A 1 f exists. The linear approximation to (4.1) is 
f {y(t)-A-,y(f-h)-Bu(t)} =L(Y,). 
In Theorem 4.1 below, the null controllability of (4.2) is shown to imply 
the local null controllability of (4.1). As outlined in Section 1, this result is 
based on the backing out equation 
$ {z(t)---_,z(f--h)}=L(z,)+f(y,+z,,u(t)), tE [to-h, t, -h-J, 
(4.3) 
where y is a solution to the null control problem (4.2) satisfying y,, = 0, u is 
chosen as in Lemma 3.4, and z,, = 0. 
THEOREM 4.1. The null controllability qf (4.1) on [to, t,] implies the 
local null controllability of (4.2). 
Proof: Assume that A_,, L, B, and f satisfy the hypothesis (Al)-(A7), 
and assume that (4.2) is null controllable on [to, t,]. Let y = t($, U) denote 
the solution of (4.2) corresponding to the initial function II/ and control U. 
From Lemma 3.4 there exists an operator SE B(X, U) such that for all 
II/ E X, y = rtj = r($, Stj) satisfies y,, = (r@),, = 0. 
Consider (4.3), where y = Z-$ and u = Se. Theorem 3.5 implies that there 
exists an open neighborhood AX about the origin in X and a mapping 
[: XX--+ T such that z= [ij satisfies (4.3) and the final condition z,, =O. 
Letting x = y + z = r$ + it,G we see that x satisfies (4.1), where the 
control is u = St,+. Furthermore, x,, = II, + ([$) t, and x,, = y,, -t- z,~ = 0. 
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Define w: Jy;: -+ X by 
4$) = ICI + (WI,,. (4.4) 
The mapping from T to X given by x -+ x,~, x E T, is a bounded linear map. 
From Theorem 3.5 we know that i(O) = 0 and DC(O) =O. Consequently, 
o(O) = 0 and Do(O) = I. By the implicit function theorem, the range of o 
covers an open neighborhood of the origin in X. For each $ E &, u = Sq 
steers x,, = ~(9) to 0 E X at time t, for (4.1). The proof is complete. 
5. TECHNIQUES FOR ANALYZING THE NULL CONTROLLABILITY OF 
NONLINEAR NEUTRAL SYSTEMS WHERE A-, IS NOT INVERTIBLE 
In this section we will show how the null controllability of nonlinear 
neutral systems can be achieved when the inverse of A _, fails to exist. To 
do this we shall use a feedback control. The following examples will help to 
illustrate our approach. 
EXAMPLE 3. Consider the system 
; {x,(t)-x*(t- 1)) =x,(t- 1) 
f {x2(t)-U(f)} =o. 
(5.1) 
This system is null controllable on [0, 2 + E] for any E > 0. A control u 
steeringx,=~~C([-l,O],R2)toO~C([-l,O],R2)attime2+~canbe 
found by setting 
u(t) = at2 + bt, O<tbE 
= ac2 + bE, &<t<t+E, 
where a and b are chosen so that x2(s) = 0 and x,( 1 + E) = 0. Notice that 
here 
0 1 
A-1= o o 3 [ 1 (5.2) 
which is not invertible. 
EXAMPLE 4. Consider the system 
2 {x,(t)-xx,(t- l,} =x,(t- 1) 
(5.3) 
-$ {x2(t)-x,(t- 1)-U(i)} =x,(t- 1). 
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Here 
(5.4) 
which is invertible. This system is also null controllable on [0, 2 + E] as can 
be seen by the following construction. For any 4 E C( [ - 1, 01, R2) let tl be 
a control that steers system (5.1) to 0 E C( [ - 1, 01, R2) at time 2 + E, and 
denote the corresponding trajectory by y(t). For system (5.3) choose the 
control to be 
u(t)= -y,(t-l)+LL(t)- j’L.,(“-l)& 
0 
for t E [0, 2 + E]. Using this feedback control for (5.3), the trajectory y(t) 
for system (5.1) also satisfies (5.3) on [0,2 + E], and thus we have shown 
that (5.3) is null controllable. 
EXAMPLE 5. Consider the system 
-g {x,(t)-x2( - 1)) =ix:(I- 1)+x?(t) 
; {x2(t)-u(f)} =o. 
(5.5) 
The linear approximation to this system is (5.1), which is null controllable. 
However, Theorem 4.1 does not apply since A ~, given by (5.2) is not 
invertible. However, the nonlinear system 
d{x*(t)-x,(t- l)> =+ 1)+x;(t) 
-$ {x2(t)-x,(t- 1)-U(t)} =x,(2- 1) 
(5.6) 
is locally null controllable since (5.3) is null controllable and A _ 1 given by 
(5.4) is invertible. For system (5.6) suppose ti steers 4 E C ([ - 1, 01, R*) to 
the origin at time 2 + E, and denote the corresponding trajectory of (5.6) by 
y(t). For system (5.5) It the control be 
u(t)=y,(f-l)+li(t)+Jfy,(S-l)dJ, 
0 
(5.7) 
where t E [0,2 + E]. As with Examples 3 and 4, we see that y also satisfies 
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(5.5) when the control is given by (5.7). We conclude that (5.5) is locally 
null controllable. 
We need the following definition. For any n x n matrix A and n x m 
matrix B define the n x v matrix. 
K,,[A, B] = [B, AB, . . . . A”-‘B] 
for integers v, 1 d v <n. In the discussion below, I will denote orthogonal 
complement. We have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let A -,, B, L and f satisfy (Al )-(A6). Assume 
Rank K,[ A ~ 1, B] = n for some v, 1 d v 6 n. Assume 
f(., w+u)=f(., WI (5.8) 
for all w  E R”, v E {u: Bv E (Range A ~, )’ }. If the linear neutral control 
system 
${x(t)-Ap,x(t-h)-Bu(t)}=L(x,). tE Cto, [,I (5.9) 
is null controllable on [t,, t, 1, then the nonlinear neutral control system 
; (x(t)-A~,x(t-h)-Bu(t)} =W,)+f(x,, u(t)), tE ChJ> [,I 
(5.10) 
is locally null controllable on [t,, t ,I. 
Before proceeding with the proof of this result, consider the following 
companion system to (5.10): 
%iv(t)-Ja,y(t-h)-Bu(t)J=L(g,)+f(y~,~(r)), tE Cto, t,l, 
(5.11) 
where L(dz_ i = A ~, + BC for some C E A,,,, and y,, = 4, q4 E X. Assume that 
f(., w+Cu)=f(.,w) for all WER” and VER”. Suppose y is a solution of 
(5.11) on [to, t,] corresponding to the control u E U. If for system (5.10) 
we choose the control to be 
u(t) = Cy( t - h) + j’ u(s) ds, tE [to, t11, f0 
then x = y is the solution to (5.10) corresponding to this control. These 
results are summarized in the following lemma. 
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LEMMA 5.2. Consider the control systems (5.10) and (5.11), where 
A , L, B, andf satisfy (Alt(A6). Suppose CE A,,,,, and -01-, = A_, + BC. 
F&her assumef(., w+Cu)=f(., w)f ora wERmandvER”.Ifyisthe 11 
trajectory corresponding to u and +4 for (5.1 l), then y is also the trajectory 
corresponding to u and q5 for (5.10) when the control 
u(t) = Cy(t - h) + j’ u(s) ds, tE C&h t,l. 
10 
Notice that if C in Lemma 5.2 can be chosen so that &-, has full rank, 
system (5.2) can be made to “track” a system of the form (4.1) with & , 
replacing A-i. Our final observation, Remark 5.3, indicates how to make 
an appropriate choice of C in order to “fill in” the Rank A-, when 
Rank A_, <n. The construction in this remark can be used to convert 
control systems into a canonical form (cf. [S, p. 901). 
Remark 5.3. Suppose A E jttn,,, BE A,,,,, and Rank &[A, B] = n for 
some integer v, 1 < v <n. Assume Rank B = m. Then there exists an m x n 
matrix C such that A + BC has rank equal to n and Range BC = 
{Range A}‘. 
Proof: Suppose Rank &[A, B] = n for some v, 1 < v 6 n. If v = 1, we are 
done. Denote Rank B = m, and assume that m, = m. Define P, = B. 
Now define inductively Pi to be the first m, independent vectors in AP,- , 
not in the column span of [PipI,..., P,], where mi= 
Rank[M_,, PieI, . . . . P,] -Rank[Pi-,, . . . . P,]. Denote 3= [P,, . . . . P,]. 
It can be shown that AS+-, is in the column span of %. Therefore, if for 
some column bk of B we have A’b, in the column span of .G+- i, then Ajb,, 
i< j, is in the column span of .+ i. It follows that mi+, dmi. Define the 
integer u. by the condition m,>O and mail = 0. Since the 
Rank &[A, B] = n, C;=0 mi = n. We can enumerate and reorder the 
columns in B, b,, . . . . b,, so that Pi= A’[b,, . . . . b,,], i= 1, . . . . DI. Denote 
P = pa. By our construction P is an n x n matrix with Rank P = n. 
We will now compute P-‘AP and P-‘B, which will yield a canonical 
form. Let J={:m,+,=m,, O<j<cr-1) and J(‘={j:m,+,<m,, 
OGjQcr-l}u{cc}. IfjEJthen AP,=P,+,. 1fjE.P then 
AP.= A’+‘[b,, . . . . b 
J 
= Cpj+I, Dj+ll:i 
] 
where D,+, = Aj+‘[b,,+ ,, . . . . b,], i.e., D,+, is the n x (m,- mj+ i) matrix 
which consists of the columns in AP, that are discarded to form P,+ I. 
Using these definitions we have 
AP= CD=+,, P,, D,, . . . . P,, D,l, 
where the Di matrices are omitted when j E J. 
(5.12) 
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By our construction, D,, j E J’, is in the column span of q ~, , and con- 
sequently there exists a (C{:A mi) x (rni~-, - mj) matrix A, such that 
D,=q ,A,, ,jEJ’. (5.13) 
Let Zk be the k x k identity matrix, and define ,c4 E -.&,, to be 
.d = 
A 1+ I I,,,, 0 0 ... 0 0 
0 A, l,,,p ... , 0 0 
0 0 . 0 0 
. . . 
0 0 I’ 0 
0 0 i’ A, 
where the Aj matrices are omitted when j E J and O’s represent zero matrices 
of the appropriate dimensions. From (5.12) (5.13) and (5.14) we have 
AP = Pd, and thereofore .d = P- ‘AP is our canonical representation of A. 
Define S?I E A,,, by B = PSi?, and hence 
where 0 represents the n -m x m zero matrix. We can now conclude that 
there exists an m x n matrix V such that d +@S is invertible, and 
Range g%? = {Range d} I. Let C = VP- ‘, then the Range BC = 
{Range A} 1 and the proof is complete. 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Let A .~, , B, L, and f satisfy (Al )(A6). Assume 
K,,[A ~, , B] = n for some integer v, 1 6 v 6 n. Assume Rank B < m, for 
otherwise Theorem 4.1 implies the wanted result directly. Choose an m x n 
matrix C as in Remark 5.2 so that Range BC= (Range A , }‘. Thus 
Rank(A ~, + BC) = n. Consider the control system 
&WA ,+BC)y(t-h)-Bu(t)}=L(y,). (5.15) 
Assume that (5.9) is null controllable on [r,, I,]. Using the techniques of 
Lemma 5.2, we can show that the null controllability of (5.9) implies the 
null controllability of (5.15). 
By Theorem 4.1, the nonlinear system 
${A’)-(A ,+BC)y(r-h)-Bu(t)}=L(y,)+f(y,,u(r)) (5.15) 
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is locally null controllable on [to, tl]. Suppose f satisfies the condition 
given by (5.8). By our choice of C, f( ., u’ + Cz) =f( ., w) for all w  E R” and 
z E R”. Using Lemma 5.2 we see that (5.10) can be steered anywhere that 
(5.15) can. We conclude that the control system (5.10) is locally null 
controllable. 
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